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Abstract Software security is becoming an important concern as software applications
are increasingly depending on the Internet, an untrustworthy computing environment. Vulnerabilities due to design errors, inconsistencies, incompleteness, and missing constraints in
software design can be wrongly exploited by security attacks. Software functionality and
security, however, are often handled separately in the development process. Software is designed with the mindset of its functionalities and cost, where the focus is mainly on the
operational behavior. Security concerns, on the other hand, are often described in an imprecise way and open to subjective interpretations. This paper presents a threat driven
approach that improves on the quality of software through the realization of a more secure
model. The approach introduces systematic transformation rules and integration steps for
integrating attack tree representations into statechart-based functional models. Through
the focus on the behavior of an attack from the perspective of the system behavior, software
engineers can clearly define and understand security concerns as software is designed. Security analysis and threat identification are then applied to the integrated model in order to
identify and mitigate vulnerabilities at the design level.
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1

Introduction

Computer security is concerned with identifying and countermeasuring security
threats at three different layers: application layer, networking layer, and operating
system layer. Attacks that target the application layer cannot be mitigated through
the use of secure networking communication or secure operating system services, such
as firewall or encryption. This paper concentrates on software security, or security at
the application layer.
Software security is concerned with the concept of understanding the vulnerabilities of the software system and preventing the system from being compromised. Software vulnerabilities account for 70% of the vulnerabilities found in business applicatCorresponding author: Omar El Ariss, Email: Oelariss@psu.edu
Received 2011-03-30; Revised 2011-06-30; Accepted 2011-11-20; Published online 2012-03-19.
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ions[1] . Vulnerabilities or security holes in software are the result of either bugs in the
implementation or flaws in the specification and design. Even when software is implemented correctly, it is still susceptible to security attacks when its design is erroneous.
Current increase in software applicability and functionalities add more complexity to
the tasks and requirements specification of software. As software becomes more complex, the chance of design errors and ambiguities increases and as a result system
vulnerability to security attacks increases.
The consideration of security concerns at the design level suffers from the same
problems and difficulties of software requirements that are non-functional in nature.
These requirements are usually expressed and represented during the requirements
phase in an ambiguous, imprecise description. During the design phase the focus is
mainly on the precise description and modeling of functional requirements, while security requirements or concerns are neglected. As a result, software engineers design
and build the system with a subjective, limited, and in most cases lacking a point
of view on security. There is a need for these security concerns to be depicted in a
form that allows the measurement and evaluation of security as the software is developed. Unless security concerns are addressed during the design phase, the software is
inevitably vulnerable.
Threat modeling has been considered critical to the development of secure software[2−3]. As Howard and LeBlanc argued, “you cannot build a secure system until
you understand your threats!” [4] . This modeling technique derives and ranks threats
from Data Flow Diagrams (DFD) of a system, then resolves these threats through
mitigation. It provides a structured approach to determine threats without only
relying on the security architect’s previous experience of security attacks but on the
solid understanding of the system architecture. Threat modeling usually consists of
four steps: modeling system functions, specifying security threats, ranking threats
for risk analysis, and mitigating threats[5] . In this process, software is first described
using DFD diagrams. Security threats are then represented as attack trees [6] that
depict different potential attacks against a system. Threat mitigations or security
requirements can then be derived from those attack trees.
The threat modeling approach advocates the incorporation of security consideration while designing the system[5] . It uses separate models to represent threats and
system behavior. Attack trees are constructed by security architects. These models
are intended to be simple in structure and easily understood. This allows experts
from different discipline to communicate and understand security concerns through a
model that is familiar to most of them. Yet, these models represent security attacks at
a high level of abstraction. This makes attack trees insufficient for software engineers
to clearly understand security attacks and their impact on the software they are designing. On the other hand, software engineers construct system models that depict
software functionalities at a detailed level in order for them to clearly understand,
carefully analyze, and validate the correctness of the design. As a consequence, the
use of separate models, one for threat modeling and another for behavioral modeling,
brings with it some drawbacks:
• An attack tree does not describe how the system behaves while the threat is
occurring. Instead, it describes different ways an attacker can perform the threat
by following a step by step procedure. Looking at an attack tree gives no clear
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idea which system component/s were exploited, and how the behavior of the
software affects or gets affected by these security threats.
• The system model emphasizes the functional behavior of the system. Thus,
software engineers only understand the system from its intended behavior and
do not clearly understand how a system might behave wrongly due to design
flaws or lack of constraints.
• Semantic differences between the two models might result in different interpretations by software engineers. They might face difficulties in precisely defining
threat attacks due to the dependency of the attacks on the environment and
the attacker’s capability.
The main hindrance in software security is that software developers lack the
understanding of security concepts. Software is designed with the mindset of its
functionalities and cost, where the focus is on the operational behavior, while security
concerns are neglected or marginally considered. As a result, software engineers build
the software while lacking the knowledge about security and its effect on the system.
Therefore, a specification model that covers security threats is crucial in ensuring
that security is not only considered at an early stage during the design phase but
also throughout the software life cycle. This will allow both software engineers and
security experts to base their understanding of the system and its security issues on
one model rather than multiple models with different semantics.
This paper presents a threat driven approach that allows the modeling of security
attacks together with the system’s behavior. The proposed approach builds on our
previous work in Ref. [7] and Ref. [8], where threats are modeled using statecharts
and attack trees are integrated into system models, respectively. Each security attack
is integrated into the system statechart resulting in an integrated model. The main
purpose of this paper is to increase the security awareness of software engineers by
modeling the dynamic behavior of security attacks and integrating it with the functional specifications. From this model, and through the focus on the behavior of an
attack against the system behavior, it is possible to verify system functionalities in
order to identify and mitigate vulnerabilities and remove ambiguities, errors, conflicts
and inconsistencies in the system design. Any future modifications or additions to
the system can be analyzed through this model to check whether they cause new
vulnerabilities.
The contribution of this paper is a new modeling approach that integrates functionality and security concerns. The integrated model will not only depict the different
ways an attack can be enacted but will also describe the attack through the behavior
of the system. It facilitates the identification and mitigation of vulnerabilities. It is
amenable to look at the statechart and clearly identify the components that represent
threats from the ones that represent system functionalities.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related
work. Section 3 gives a brief background on attack trees and statecharts. Section
4 introduces the rules for transforming attack tree gates. Section 5 describes the
integration process. The shopping cart case study is presented in Section 6 and we
conclude in Section 7.
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Related Work

Poor design is a major source of software security risk[9] . The process of identification, description, modeling and analysis of security threats is fundamental for access
control systems[10] , intrusion detection systems[11] , and penetration testing[12] . Security concerns can either be represented graphically or through written documentation.
Graphic representations of security threats and attacks range from the use of fault
trees[13] , attack trees[6] , misuse cases[14−16], anti-goals[17] and Petri net[18,19] models.
Written documentation of security threats can be represented through the use of vulnerability databases[20], evaluation criteria such as Ref. [21] or security patterns[22] .
We focus in this paper on modeling the dynamic behavior of a security attack and the
behavior of the system with its components as they undergo an attack. In comparison to our proposed approach, the aforementioned graphical representations either
capture security concerns at a high level of abstraction that does not permit a deep
understanding of threats and system vulnerabilities or at an abstraction, such as Petri
nets, that is not intended for modeling the behavior of threats and their interaction
with the functionalities of the system.
Security concerns can either be modeled to depict the attackers’ perspective (what
they are trying to achieve) or to describe generic vulnerabilities (applicable to different contexts and software applications) and their solutions. Although models that
concentrate on the general description of vulnerabilities and how they can be mitigated are important for security analysis, these types of representations do not allow
the discovery of unprecedented threats or attacks. Modeling techniques that concentrate on the intents of an attacker, such as threat modeling, provide the specialists
with a deeper understanding of how an attack is made and therefore can help them
detect new threats. Our work aims at improving the knowledge of security concerns
as software is deisgned an implemented. Therefore we focus on security attacks that
reflect the standpoint of an attacker.
There has been some work that introduced security into UML models using
Aspect-Oriented Modeling (AOM). This work focused on security solutions. Ray
et al. in Ref. [23] introduced an approach that weaves access control requirements
(aspects), represented as patterns, into the UML model. While in Ref. [24], the
authors presented an AOM approach for weaving security solutions into the software.
They start by specifying the security requirements of the system and then model
them as UML profiles. From these requirements, security solutions are derived and
represented as UML profiles for aspect-oriented security modeling. Both of the above
approaches do not represent the security concern graphically. On the other hand,
Pavlich-Mariscal et al.[25] extend the work of Ref. [23] by including security diagrams
to represent both access control policies and security features.
Jurjens in Ref. [26] introduced UMLsec, an extension to UML that incorporates
security requirement analysis to the design of software. In UMLsec, statecharts are
used to include security requirements as guards and assertions. Xu and Nygard[19]
proposed a threat driven approach that models and verifies secure software applications. In their approach, system functionalities are specified from use cases while
security threats are elicited from misuse cases. Both the functionalities and security
concerns are represented as Petri nets. The deduced threat mitigations are then modeled as Petri net-based aspects. Kong and Xu[27] introduced a UML framework to
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verify security threats. System behavior is depicted as UML statecharts while security
threats are represented as sequence diagrams. Security threat verification is then conducted on the functionality of the system through the use of a graph transformation
system. Compared to the above research work, our current approach is not only concerned with the introduction of security concepts for the validation and verification
of functional specifications. Our proposed approach represents the dynamic behavior
of security attacks as statechart notations and integrates the attacks into the functional behavior of the system.This integrated model allows a better understanding
of security issues through a semantically well defined representation and through the
analysis of both security and functional requirements.
Our previous work[28] presented a technique that integrated hazards, depicted
using fault trees[29] , into the system statechart. Although attack trees are simpler in
form (due to the limited types of gates used), they are more complex to integrate.
This is because an attack tree is not intended to describe the behavior of the system
while the threat is occurring. Instead, the attack tree represents the point of view of
an attacker by describing how an attacker can perform an attack following a step by
step format. On the other hand, fault trees represent hazards which are the product
of the behavior of the system; that means all the nodes are part of the functional
behavior. As for attack trees, many of the nodes might stand for external behavior.
Another reason is that attack trees are not semantically well defined[18,30] .
Usually, software engineers mainly concentrate on the functionalities of the system overlooking features that contribute to the quality of the software they are designing. One of the important attributes of quality is software security. One of the
benefits for modeling the dynamic behavior of an attack at a low level of abstraction is to improve and strengthen the software engineers’ concept of security as the
software is being designed. This emphasis on improving the software engineers’ grasp
of security concerns as the software is being designed is not stressed at all in the
aforementioned research work.
3
3.1

Background
Attack trees and attack tree semantics

Attack trees[6] have been widely used to specify security threats. An attack
tree is a hierarchical structure that depicts the different ways a security attack can
occur against a system. The decision making process is composed of a logical gate
and its input. The gate type reflects the kind of decision the attacker is making.
Gate inputs reflect the option given or steps needed for an attacker to accomplish
something. Attack trees make use of two types of gates to depict the attacker’s
decision: conjunctive (AND) and disjunctive (OR) gates. AND gates are used to
represent the set of actions that should be done together in order to achieve the parent
node. OR gates are used to represent the set of different options, where performing
at least one of these options will achieve the parent node. Figure 1 shows an example
of an attack tree, pointing the two different types of gates.
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Figure 1.

A general representation of an attack tree

An attack tree describes, from the perspective of an attacker, the possible ways
an attack can be achieved successfully against a system. The single top node or the
root node of an attack tree represents the attacker’s ultimate goal or the targeted
security attack. Child nodes represent sub-goals, i.e., possible ways to achieve the
goal of their parent node. The root node is composed of one or more child conditions.
These child conditions can either have a conjunctive relationship or a disjunctive
relationship. Subsequently, child conditions can also be sub-goals that are composed
of other child conditions that model the steps required for achieving each respective
sub-goal. Child conditions that do not have further refinements are considered to be
leaf nodes.
The semantics of an attack tree can be deduced from the semantics of the root
node. While the semantics of the root node is defined from the semantics of its
intermediate nodes, gates and edges. Similarly, an intermediate node is defined by
the semantics of its leaves, edges, and gates in the sub-tree where the intermediate
node is considered as a root. Therefore, the semantics of the tree structure can be
defined from the semantics of its edges, gates and leaf nodes.
3.2

Statecharts

Statechart, introduced by David Harel[31] , is a behavioral model that depicts the
functional specifications of a system. Statecharts are extensions to state machines
with the introduction of hierarchy and orthogonality. They are used to represent the
behavior of complex systems, such as reactive ones, in a clear and understandable form
without suffering from explosion in the number of states and edges. Statecharts were
not intended to be a mere specification tool but a formalism or a language that can be
compiled and executed[32,33] . Although statecharts are effective in representing the
dynamic behavior of a system, they lack the capability of qualitative and quantitative
analysis of the behavioral properties[34] .
A statechart is composed of states, transitions and events. States represent the
components and subcomponents of a system. Transitions between the states depict
the system and subsystem interactions, while events and actions trigger these transitions. Orthogonality is supported through the use of parallel states separated by
dashed lines (and-states). Communication between orthogonal parts is done through
the use of actions and through broadcasting of events. Hierarchy is supported by
allowing states to encompass other states (or-states). We have chosen statecharts
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because they are a popular formalism for representing the functional behavior of the
system and because they have descriptive capabilities to depict the behavior at a
detailed level.
4

Gate Transformation

This section describes the transformation of attack tree representations, which
are static high level abstractions, into statechart notations, which are dynamic low
level behavior. The outcome will be a threat representation that is component based.
In the following subsections, we will describe the statechart notations that are needed
to successfully depict a security threat. We will use states, transitions and events to
represent the dynamic behavior of an attacker. In this context, a state represents
the accomplishment of a certain step out of a set of steps needed to successfully
complete an attack. State transitions describe the progresses towards the achievement
of the attacker’s ultimate goal. Events trigger these transitions, thus depicting the
interactivity of the model. Also, we use conditional entrances in order to model
conditional behavior in statecharts. These are circle notations with a C inside of
them that decide which transition to be taken depending on the condition that is
specified.
It is important to remember that attack trees do not differentiate between events
and states. That means a tree node can either refer to an event or state occurrence.
Consider as an example an attack tree for a shopping cart system with a Sign In node.
This node can either refer to an event, where the intended meaning is that the attacker
requests to go to the sign in page. The node can also refer to a state, then what is
intended is for the user to complete the steps required to successfully sign in. On the
other hand, statechart has a clear semantic difference between what is considered to
be a state or an event. In Section 5 we will discuss the integration process, where step
4 checks if a leaf node is an event and then determines its equivalent transition. Steps
3 and 5 of Section 5 handle tree nodes that should be represented in the behavioral
model as states. In Ref. [7] we discuss conditional entrances and give a more detailed
discussion of how to handle events and states.
In addition to states, transitions, events and conditional entrances there is a need
to depict the decision making process of an attacker and make it part of the behavioral
model. The decision making process in attack trees is composed of a logical gate and
its input. The gate type reflects the kind of decision the attacker is making. Gate
inputs reflect the option given or steps needed for an attacker to accomplish a certain
goal. Attack trees make use of two types of gates to depict the attacker’s decision:
conjunctive (AND) and disjunctive (OR) gates. AND gates are used to represent
the set of actions that should be done together in order to achieve the parent node.
OR gates are used to represent the set of different options, where performing at least
one of these options will achieve the parent node. In addition to these two gates, a
statechart representation for a Priority AND gate will be introduced. The difference
between an AND gate and a Priority AND gate is that in an AND gate there is no
consideration for the order of input occurrences. Therefore, a total of three types of
gates will be given statechart representations.
The following subsections describe how to transform the three gates: AND, OR,
and Priority AND into statechart notations. The statechart representations used here
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to represent the gates and the system behavior are based on Harel’s work [31]. The main
focus is to introduce conversion rules that convert a gate with its inputs into statechart
notations. The representation for each gate follows a modular approach. This will
allow flexibility, component reuse and augmentation in the threat representation.
Figure 2 shows a general statechart notation of a gate.
It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the statechart representation for any gate is
composed of several orthogonal components. One component depicts the behavior of
the gate itself while the rest of the components depict the gate inputs. In the gate
component, the Initial State is the state before the occurrence of the gate and any of
its inputs. On the other hand, the Gate occurs state is reached when the criteria for
the gate inputs are met. The Gate Representation state is a super-state, represented
in the figure as a dotted state, which represents the gate and its interaction with its
inputs. The next subsections will describe the specific notation for this super-state
for every gate that is going to be represented.

Figure 2.

Statechart representation for a general gate

In an attack tree, a node (gate input) represents a step or a condition that should
be met by an attacker. This node can either be an event, a state or a conditional
statement. Gate inputs will be represented in statecharts as orthogonal components
only when these nodes do not directly map into events. In case an attack tree node
stands for an event, then the node can be directly represented by the gate component.
The statechart representation for the gate component can either follow a monotonic
behavior or not, depending on the particularity of the system that is being designed.
In other words, a gate can either be modeled so that when a step is met it cannot be
done (monotonic) or it can be undone. For example, Fig. 2 shows that when a gate
is triggered through the occurrence of a Gate triggered event, it can step occurring
when a Gate halted event is triggered. In the rest of this section, we will model the
gate components such that when a gate is triggered (all its inputs are met) it cannot
be undone.
The behavior of an attack is therefore modeled through the interaction of its
components with each other and with the environment. Components interact with
each other through broadcasting of events and through the use of actions. Not all of
the components that comprise the security attack can be considered as self-contained.
Input components are self-contained entities and can be reused, while gate components
are not. This is because the behavior of gates depends on the behavior of their inputs.
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This is expected because an attacker’s capability of decision making (the presence of
a gate) is dependent on the options (gate inputs) on hand.
4.1

Rule 1 - AND gate (conjunctive refinement)

An AND gate is represented using orthogonal states. The statechart notation
for an AND gate can be seen as two parts. The first part represents the gate inputs
while the second part represents the AND gate. It includes an orthogonal component
for every gate input. The second part (the AND component) is a component that
combines and manages all the standalone inputs. This AND component shows the
interaction of the inputs together. Through the use of orthogonality, the AND gate
representation will not modify or add semantic ambiguities to the existing statechart
components. This representation has a general form irrespective to the number of
inputs.
Figure 3 shows an example of an AND gate with 2 inputs A and B. It can
be seen that for every gate input an orthogonal state is formed. The Incr event
indicates the transition to a state where one of the child conditions (either A or B)
is now present. While a Decr event indicates the loss of availability of one of these
inputs. Consequently, there is a need for two consecutive Incr events in order for an
AND gate of two inputs to be triggered.

Figure 3.

4.2

AND gate representation using orthogonality

Rule 2 - Priority AND gate (conjunctive refinement with order consideration)

The statechart representation of a Priority AND gate is a special case of the AND
gate statechart representation. The only difference is in the Priority AND component,
where the order of events should be taken into consideration. The priority AND gate
occurs if all the gate inputs happen in a specific order. Therefore, the statechart
representation of this gate should keep track of the targeted sequence of gate inputs.
When all the inputs stand for events, the priority AND is represented as a set of
consecutive states and transitions where (1) The number of states is less than the
number of gate inputs by one. (2) The number of transitions is equal to the number
of inputs. (3) The transitions should follow the same order of the gate inputs.
An example is a priority AND gate with three inputs A, B and C where the input
sequence is C followed by A finally followed by B. Figure 4 shows the representation
of this gate where orthogonal components are used to trigger the gate inputs. In case
where an input is an event, then there is no need for its respective orthogonal state.
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Another thing to notice in this representation of a priority AND gate is the assumption
of monotonicity. Once a step is accomplished in the Priority AND component, it
cannot be undone. In case the actions of an attacker should be undone then the
representation can be modified by adding exit actions for each orthogonal components
and adding transitions to the Priority AND component.

Figure 4.

4.3

Statechart notation representing a priority AND gate

Rule 3 - OR gate (disjunctive refinement)

An OR gate is transformed into a set of transitions (one transition for each input)
from the Initial State to the Gate occurs state. For an OR gate of two inputs A and
B, the transition to Gate occurs state happens if either A, B, or both A and B occur.
In the statechart representation, the occurrence of both A and B together is not
represented because no additional information is added and will only complicate the
representation. Figure 5 shows the statechart representation of an OR gate of two
event inputs. In case the gate inputs cannot be represented by the system statechart
as events or transitions, then the only difference in the OR gate is that an additional
orthogonal component will be added for each gate input. In this case, gate inputs will
be triggered by these orthogonal components.

Figure 5.

5

OR gate representation

The Integration Process

Our approach integrates security threats, which are represented in the form of
attack trees, into functional specifications. The process starts by integrating one
attack tree into the statechart of the system, where vulnerabilities in the system
are identified and then mitigated. The process continues with another attack and
repeats again until the rest of the attacks are integrated, analyzed and the threats
are mitigated. The result will be the formation of a security model, where the model
incorporates both system specifications and security threats. The method uses a set
of systematic integration steps that concentrates on gates, where each gate with its
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child conditions is considered on its own and integrated into the system statechart.
The statechart representation of the security attack will then be composed of a set
of orthogonal gate components. The statechart component of the root node will
keep track of the occurrence of all the child conditions (sub-goals) and the attacker’s
ultimate goal (the root node). The rest of the orthogonal statechart components will
represent individual sub-goals.
The proposed integration process consists of eight steps for transforming and
integrating one attack tree into a system statechart. In step one, a threat formula (the
semantics of an attack tree) is deduced. Steps two to five deal with the mismatches
between the two heterogeneous models by gathering additional information which will
be used by step six. In step three, the syntactical differences between the two models
is considered. Steps two, four and five on the other hand deal with the semantic
differences of the two models. Step six uses the information derived by the previous
steps in order to merge the security attack with the system specification. The result is
an integrated model that depicts the behavior of the system during an attack. From
this model and through the verification of the system functionalities (step seven),
vulnerabilities in the design are identified. The last step is to modify the integrated
model by mitigating the system vulnerabilities. These mitigations or corrections in
the behavioral model will result in a secure model. Each step will be discussed in
details below:
Step 1 – Deduce a threat formula (a Boolean expression formula) from
the attack tree
The semantics of an attack tree is deduced using a formula that only shows the
root node and how this root node can be reached through the combination of gate
notations and leaf nodes. The BNF notation for the threat formula is shown below:

Figure 6.

BNF notation for the threat formula

Step 2 – Check for any availability of Priority AND gates
Attack trees have only two types of gate notations (refinements): OR and AND
gates. Therefore, there is no special gate notation to represent child conditions that
should be performed in a certain order. Instead, regular AND gates are used where
the gate inputs (child conditions) are ordered accordingly. This ambiguity, whether
there is a need to consider order or not, is only applicable to an AND gate. To resolve
this type of ambiguity, this step checks every AND gate in the threat formula and
replaces it with a Priority AND gate when order of occurrence is needed.
Step 3 – Decompose leaf nodes into simple definitions
The leaf nodes of an attack tree are defined during the threat modeling process[5].
This process starts with the identification of the assets that should be protected.
Next, the system architecture is constructed and then decomposed in order to derive
a security profile. Finally the threats are identified, represented as attack trees and
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then ranked. Therefore, the leaf nodes of an attack tree are highly dependent on the
defined security profile and system architecture. That means the scope of the threat
analysis determines which system components and threats to be considered as leaf
nodes. On the other hand, a statechart diagram focuses on the functional behavior of
a system. As the two models have different scopes and different level of abstractions,
the level of detail for an event or a system component in a statechart and an attack
tree representation might be different.
To resolve the ambiguities and differences in scope between the two models, we
will use the term “simple definition” when a leaf node can be expressed by one of the
following statechart notations: a conditional statement, a state occurrence, an event
or a transition. This is shown below by the BNF notation:

Figure 7.

BNF notation for a leaf node

When a leaf node in an attack tree has the same level of detail as a statechart
notation that means it can be expressed as a simple definition, otherwise it is a
composite definition and is composed of more than one simple definition. In order
to continue with and at the same time simplify the integration process, we need the
threat formula to be composed of simple definitions. This is done by checking every
leaf node if it is a simple definition or not. If the leaf node does not have a simple
definition, then this step decomposes it into simple definitions. The decomposition
will represent the leaf node as an AND gate (or a Priority AND gate if the order of
occurrence is important) whose inputs are simple definitions. An example is a leaf
node A that occurs when both events B and C occur. In this case the leaf node
should be decomposed into:
A = (∧, B, C) where the order of occurrence is not important
A = (Z, B, C) where the order of occurrence is important
Finally the threat formula (deduced in step 1) is updated to reflect the changes.
Step 4 – Deduce the semantics table:
Not all the activities or leaf nodes in an attack tree can be represented by the
functionalities of the system. Some of the leaf nodes might refer to hardware components and cannot be represented by the specifications of the software. Other leaf
nodes, such as normal events that can be exploited in order to cause a threat, might
already be represented in the statechart and representing them again can cause redundancy. Therefore, leaf nodes in an attack tree can belong to one of the following
groups:
• Intrinsic Behavior (Group 1): Leaf nodes that belong to the behavior of the
system, and can be directly represented by the software statechart.
• External Behavior (Group 2): Leaf nodes whose functional behavior belongs
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to other software applications that the current system depends on (such as the
operating system, and the browser).
• Malicious Behavior (Group 3): Leaf nodes that refer to hardware components, external system environment, or special software used by the attacker
for malicious purposes. These leaf nodes cannot be represented by the system
functionalities or by software applications that the current system depends on.
This step helps in identifying whether the simple definitions in a threat formula
cannot be represented, are already represented, or can be represented by the system
statechart. Here, functionalities are associated on a component basis. Different background colors will be used to distinguish statechart components of different group
types. White, gray, and dark gray colors will identify statechart components of Intrinsic, External, and Malicious behavior respectively. This differentiation will be
helpful to better understand the attack. It is enough to quickly look at the statechart
representation of an attack and easily identify the components that are part of the
system behavior and the components that are not. The need for a security specialist
might be required to clarify semantic mismatches such as which statechart component
matches the component responsible for the leaf node, or which software application
and its respective component is responsible for the behavior of the leaf node.
The semantics table is a table that shows for every simple definition in the threat
formula (from step 3) the equivalent statechart interpretation, whether it is part of the
system behavior or not. If no interpretation was found, then this simple definition has
a level of abstraction that is different from the functional model. The main emphasis
in statecharts is on states while in an attack tree the emphasis is on events and
their occurrences. Therefore, the focus when building the semantics table will be on
transitions. Each row has four fields as shown in Fig. 8: a simple definition, the leaf
node group, the statechart component, and equivalent transitions.

Figure 8.

BNF notation for the semantic table

An example for an exact interpretation: a “sign in” leaf node is exactly the same
as the occurrence of a “login” in the component that is responsible for signing in. An
example for similarity in interpretation: an “open HTML source code” leaf node is
similar to the occurrence of “view HTML source code”, where open might indicate the
ability to edit the code while view does not but both display the source code.
Attack trees do not differentiate between events and states and therefore cannot
represent state persistence. It is important when depicting the behavior of an attack
to not only represent the transition that causes the occurrence of a certain state,
but also to include the transition that causes the departure from this state. In other
words, it is important to model both the occurrence and nonoccurrence of a gate
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input (leaf node). Representing a leaf node in the semantics table as only a transition
from one state to another due to the occurrence of the event is not enough. There
is a need for another transition that represents the leaf node when it becomes false
(the change in input occurrence from being true to being false). This transition is
indicated in Fig. 8 as “state-nonoccurrence”.
Step 5 – Expand primitive functional and threat conditions (leaf nodes)
This step expands the security formula by working on all its leaf nodes so that
semantic mismatches are resolved. After being done with this step, both the threat
formula and the semantic table are updated to reflect the recent changes. Although
step 3 made sure that all the leaf nodes are simple definitions and can be represented
using statechart notations, there might still be semantic differences between attack
trees and the system model. These differences are the result of mismatches in the
level of abstraction between some of the gate inputs. There are two cases that cause
that:
• The behavior of the leaf node cannot be directly reached from the current state
of the system. In this case, there are missing transitions that should be added.
This type of mismatch is resolved by adding missing transitions as additional
child conditions directly to the gate that contains the leaf node.
• The leaf node matches an event while what is intended is instead a sequence
of events. In other words, the desired meaning is to successfully achieve and
complete some desired set of actions that starts with or includes the leaf node.
For example a Login leaf node might be interpreted as an event that allows the
user to enter the login information, while the intended meaning is to successfully
login to the system. This type of mismatch is resolved by replacing the leaf
node by a sequence of transitions that modify the behavior of the system from
its current state to the state that is expected to be achieved by the leaf node.
This is done by replacing the leaf node by an AND gate (or a Priority AND
gate if the order of occurrence is important) whose gate inputs are the set of
transitions. It is sometimes possible to achieve the end (desired) state in more
than one way. In that case, an OR gate is used and its gate inputs are the
possible ways to achieve the same result.
The step is usually applied to the leaf nodes that map to either the functional
behavior or the threat behavior. After passing through and expanding all the leaf
nodes that have semantic mismatches, both the threat formula and the semantic
table are updated to reflect the recent changes.
Step 6 – Transformation of gates in the threat formula
This step transforms the threat formula into statechart representation and then
merges the threat with the system specification. Gate transformation is done by
working on the formula from left to right starting with the first gate then recursively
working on the child conditions (inputs) that are composed of further refinements
(gates). For each gate, we apply the respective transformation rule to depict the gate
as statechart notations. If the gate inputs (simple definitions) have an equivalent
representation in the semantics table, then use this equivalent representation during
the construction of the gate’s statechart notation. The statechart representation
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for the first gate in the threat formula will be referenced as the threat controller
component.
After all of the gates are transformed into statechart notations, the new representations of the attack tree are added as orthogonal components to the original
statechart. The last thing to do is to modify the system behavior that has been
targeted in order to indicate a threat occurrance. This is done by adding a new
state. This state will be triggered by the action event that is produced by the threat
controller component.
Step 7 – Verification – Identification of Vulnerabilities
The integration of a threat model (an attack tree representation in statechart notations) into the system functionalities allows either the verification of threat absence
(the attack cannot be achieved) or threat presence (the attack can be completed successfully) in the design. The verification process is a fundamental step in proving that
the specifications of a system have no ambiguities, errors, conflicts or inconsistencies.
The aim of our approach is to demonstrate that integrating the behavior of security
attacks, which is a nonfunctional behavior, into the system model has an important
role in verifying the correctness of functional specifications. The integration process
identifies the system functionalities and behavior that are involved in this specific attack. The integrated model not only identifies the system functionalities used during
the attack but also identifies which of these functionalities have been used normally
and which functionalities have been exploited.
The threat controller component describes the steps needed by an attacker to
complete an attack. The behavior of an attack depends on functionalities that are
correct and allowed by the system and on illegal behavior that is not part of the
system functionalities but still allowed by the behavior of the system. A system has a
threat presence if the behavior of the system does not recognize an illegal action and
considers it as part of the correct behavior. The presence of a threat indicates that
the system design, and therefore the system, has a vulnerability that can be exploited
by the user to successfully complete an attack.
Step 8 – Mitigation of system vulnerabilities
The purpose for integrating attack trees into the functional model is to come up
with a secure model. This model takes into consideration both insecure conditions and
security features. Insecure conditions in this model are the attack tree components
that are added to the system behavior by Step 6. Security features are responsible
for how the system responds to insecure conditions by not allowing the attacker’s
ultimate goal to be achieved. That means security features are the corrections done
to the functional model so that the vulnerabilities in the system are eliminated.
The integration of a threat model into the system functionalities allows either the
verification of threat absence or threat presence in the system. In the case of threat
presence, vulnerabilities in the system behavior are identified. The vulnerabilities
found by the verification step are the starting point for correcting the behavior of
the system and improving its quality. Each vulnerability should be mitigated by
using security features. The choice of mitigation is usually influenced by the cost of
eliminating the vulnerability and the purpose of the system.
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Case Study

In this section we describe the application of the proposed approach to a shopping
cart system. We start this section by briefly describing the application on hand and
the security issues to consider. Next we demonstrate the complete process of integrating two attack trees into the shopping cart functional model, verifying the presence
or absence of threat vulnerabilities and mitigating the identified vulnerabilities. We
finally conclude this section through a summary of the lessons learned from this case
study.
The shopping cart system allows a user to browse, select and purchase items
online. The functional model of the shopping cart system is represented in Fig. 8.
The system is composed of the following components:
• A shopping cart component that keeps track of the items that a customer is
interested in purchasing. The component allows the customer to add and remove
items from the current shopping session.
• A browsing component that allows a customer to browse the available items
provided by the e-commerce seller and display detailed description for individual
products.
• A sign in component that allows a customer to either create and login into a
new account, or to login to an existing account.
• A checkout component that allows a customer to purchase the items that were
added into the shopping cart.
• A back-end database that stores the customer information, product description
and inventory.
From a company’s perspective, security concerns mainly focus on the prevention
of attacks that target the company’s assets. Security attacks at the application level
usually exploit existing vulnerabilities in the system (such as Improper design) in
order to take advantage of the assets that are of value. Therefore, the main purpose
of software security is to better protect these assets. For the shopping cart system,
the assets that are of value to the e-commerce company are: (1) customer information
such as login information, address, and credit card information, (2) the company’s
reputation and (3) inventory.
The main focus of the case study is to stress that the inclusion of security threats
into the behavior of the system has an important role in verifying and correcting
vulnerabilities in the functional specifications. The process starts with integrating
one attack tree into the statechart of the shopping cart system where vulnerabilities
in the system are identified and then mitigated. The process continues with another
attack and repeats again until the rest of the attacks are integrated, analyzed and
the threats are mitigated. In this case study, we have transformed ten attack trees
into statechart notations and integrated them into the functional model. In order to
analyze the behavior of the system under different types of attacks and thus make the
study more effective we made sure that the chosen attack trees cover all the different
threat categories of Microsoft’s STRIDE model[5] . More than twenty vulnerabilities
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Statechart for a shopping cart system

in the system were identified and mitigated. As the shopping cart application is
complex and depends on an untrustworthy computing environment (the Internet),
the list of identified threats was by no means exhaustive. Nevertheless, it provided a
fairly good basis for demonstrating the effectiveness and benefits of our work.
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Example 1: Purchase an item at a reduced price

In this section we will demonstrate in details the integration process of the threat
of purchasing an item at a reduced price into the shopping cart statechart. This attack
will allow the malicious user to purchase an item at a price that is cheaper than the
actual price. The attack tree of Fig. 10 shows the required steps. A malicious user
first logs in into his/her user account and then modifies the price of a selected product,
adds it to the shopping cart and proceeds with the checkout process.

Figure 10.

Attack tree for purchasing an item at a reduced price

There are two possible ways for a user to modify the price of an item: (1) Modify
the price of an item in the HTML source code. Some shopping cart applications use
hidden fields in the HTML source code to store the price and quantity of items that
are in the shopping cart. This type of hidden information might be used maliciously
by a customer to buy items at a very cheap price. This vulnerability was found and
exploited in numerous online shopping cart applications[35] . (2) Inject JavaScript code
in the address bar of the web browser in order to edit the price of the item.
Step 1 – Deduce a threat formula from the attack tree
Here a successful completion of an attack (which is the root node) is done by
purchasing an item at a price different from what is indicated in the web site. This
attack will only occur through the combination of the gates and their leaf nodes as
shown below:
Purchase Item at a Reduced Price = (∧, Sign In, Browse and Select Item, (∨, (∧,
Open HTML Source Code, Edit HTML Code, Save Code, Refresh Web Page), (∧, Enable Edit Mode,
Edit Price, Disable Edit Mode)), Add Item, Checkout)

As it is the case that attack trees do not differentiate, in the case of AND gates,
between when the order of occurrence should be considered and when it should not,
the next step makes this distinction an explicit one.
Step 2 – Check for any availability of Priority AND gates
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The threat formula has four gates. Three of these gates are AND gates where
the order of occurrence of the inputs should be considered. Therefore the three AND
gates should be replaced by a Priority AND gate. The threat formula is now the
following:
Purchase Item at a Reduced Price = (Z, Sign In, Browse and Select Item, (∨, (Z,
Open HTML Source Code, Edit HTML Code, Save Code, Refresh Web Page),(Z, Enable Edit Mode,
Edit Price, Disable Edit Mode)), Add Item, Checkout)

The next thing to consider is the mismatches between the attack tree and the
functional behavior of the system. We start with differences in syntax by going
through each leaf node and checking if it can be directly represented using statechart
notations.
Step 3 – Decompose leaf nodes into simple definitions
For every leaf node we check if it is one of the following: an event, a transition,
a state occurrence, or a conditional statement. If this is the case, then the leaf node
is a simple definition and we leave the leaf node as it is. If not, then the leaf node is
a composite definition and should be decomposed further. Here, all of the leaf nodes
in the threat formula are simple definitions except for the Browse and Select Item
leaf node. This leaf node is made up of two events, a browsing event followed by
selecting an item. As the order of event occurrence is important, then the leaf node
will decomposed into a Priority AND gate of two inputs:
Browse and Select Item = (Z, Browse, Select Item)

The threat formula now becomes:
Purchase Item at a Reduced Price = (Z, Sign In, (Z, Browse, Select Item),(∨, (Z,
Open HTML Source Code, Edit HTML Code, Save Code, Refresh Web Page), ( Z, Enable Edit Mode,
Edit Price, Disable Edit Mode)), Add Item, Checkout)

The next thing to do is check for semantic differences.
Step 4 – Deduce the semantics table
This step helps in further defining the behavior of each simple definition. First,
the simple definition is mapped to the group that represents its functionality. Then
the statechart component and the transitions needed to achieve the behavior of the
simple definition are added to the semantics table. If the behavior of the simple
definition is part of Group 1, then the semantics table indicates whether it can be
represented or is already represented by the system statechart. The semantics table
for the threat formula is shown below in Table 1. From this semantic table we can
see which of the twelve simple definitions belong to the system behavior (in this case
five belong to Group 1) and their respective transitions.
Table 1

The semantics table

Simple Definition Group Statechart Component Equivalent Transition
Sign In

Group1 Sign In

Browse

Group1 Browsing

(SignIn.Idle, SignIn, SignIn.SignIn)
(Browsing.Idle, Search, Browsing.SearchResult)

Select Item

Group1 Browsing

(Browsing.SearchResult, Select Item, Browsing.ItemDescription)

Open HTML

Group2 Web Browser-View Menu (WebBrowser.ViewMenu, Source, Editor.SourceCode)

Source Code
Edit HTML Code

Group3 Editor

None

Save Code

Group3 Editor

(Editor.SourceCode, Save, Editor.SourceCode)

Refresh Web Page

Group2 Web Browser

(WebBrowser.Main, Refresh, WebBrowser.Main)

Enable Edit Mode

Group2 Web Browser

(WebBrowser.Main, JSEnableEditing, WebBrowser.Main)

Edit Price

Group2 Web Browser

Disable Edit Mode Group2 Web Browser

(WebBrowser.Main, JSEditPrice, WebBrowser.Main)
(WebBrowser.Main, JSDisableEditing, WebBrowser.Main)

Add Item

Group1 Browsing

(Browsing.ItemDescription, Add Item, Browsing.Idle)

Checkout

Group1 Shopping Cart

(ShoppingCart.ShoppingCart, Checkout, ShoppingCart.CheckingOut)
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Step 5 – Expand primitive functional and threat conditions
This step is concerned with the semantic differences that are the result of mismatches in the level of abstraction between the gate inputs. There is one leaf node
that matches the case where the behavior of the simple definition cannot be directly
reached from the current state of the system: Checkout. The current state of the
shopping cart system (as can be seen from the transitions in the semantics table)
is the browsing state where the user has already signed in. That means in order to
checkout the user should be in the Shopping Cart state rather than in the browsing
state. What is missing is a cart transition that should occur after the Add Item transition but before the Checkout transition. The threat formula is now expanded with
the missing transition as shown below:
Purchase Item at a Reduced Price = (Z, Sign In, (Z, Browse, Select Item),(∨, (Z,
Open HTML Source Code, Edit HTML Code, Save Code, Refresh Web Page), Z, Enable Edit Mode,
Edit Price, Disable Edit Mode)), Add Item, Cart, Checkout)

Simple definitions that should match a sequence of events instead of a single
event should also be expanded. There are three cases in the threat formula:
• Sign In: refers to an event that allows the user to enter the login information,
while the intended meaning in the attack tree is to successfully login to the
system. This behavior can be achieved in two ways, either by creating a new
account or by logging in to an existing account. The expanded behavior is:
Signed In = (∨, (Z, SignIn, Login, Login Information, Signed), (Z, SignIn, New
Customer, Create Account, Signed))

• Open HTML Source Code: in order to open the HTML source code, the user
should first click on the browser’s view menu. The expanded behavior is:
Open HTML Source Code = (Z, view, Source)

• Checkout: what is intended is that the user successfully completes the checkout
process rather than is just starting with the checkout process. The expanded
behavior is:
Checked out = (Z, Checkout, Pay, Payment Confirmed)

Both the threat formula and the semantic tree are modified to reflect the new
changes. Therefore, the threat formula is now the following:
Purchase Item at a Reduced Price = (Z,∨, (Z, SignIn, Login, Login Information,
Signed), (Z, SignIn, New Customer, Create Account, Signed)), (Z, Browse, Select Item), (∨,
(Z, (Z, view, Source), Edit HTML Code, Save Code, Refresh Web Page),(Z, Enable Edit Mode,
Edit Price, Disable Edit Mode)), Add Item, Cart, (Z, Checkout, Pay, Payment Confirmed))

Step 6 – Transformation of gates in the threat formula
In this step we start transforming the threat formula into statechart representation by first working on the first gate:
Purchase Item at a Reduced Price = (Z, Signed In, Browse & Select Item, Modify
Price, Add Item, Cart, Checked out)

Where:
Signed In = (∨, (Z, SignIn, Login, Login Information, Signed), (Z, SignIn, New
Customer, Create Account, Signed))
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Browse & Select Item = (Z, Browse, Select Item)
Modify Price = (∨, (Z, (Z, view, Source), Edit HTML Code, Save Code, Refresh Web
Page), (Z,Enable Edit Mode, Edit Price, Disable Edit Mode))
Checked out = (Z, Checkout, Pay, Payment Confirmed)

The first operator is a Priority AND gate of six child conditions, where two of the
gate inputs are event while the rest are sub-goals. Figure 11 shows a partial statechart
representation of the gate where the inputs that are not events are represented as
orthogonal states. The statechart representation of both Add Item and Cart is based
on their respective transitions in the semantics table, and the events that cause the
occurrence of these simple definitions are directly represented in the threat controller
component. The occurrence of the orthogonal states will trigger an action that causes
the controller component to change its current state.

Figure 11.

Statechart notation representing the threat controller component

The next step is to represent the four orthogonal states starting with the Sign In
component:
Signed In = (∨, (Z, SignIn, Login, Login Information, Signed), (Z, SignIn, New
Customer, Create Account, Signed))
Signed In = (∨,Current User, New User)

Signed In is an OR gate of two inputs, where each input is a Priority AND gate
of four inputs. Figure 12 shows a partial statechart representation for this gate using
the transformation rule for the OR gate.

Figure 12.

Statechart notation representing the Signed In component

The next step is to give statechart notations to the two inputs of the OR gate.
Starting with Current User :
Current User = (Z, SignIn, Login, Login Information, Signed)
New User = (Z, SignIn, New Customer, Create Account, Signed)

All of the inputs for this gate are simple definitions; there is no need for orthogonal
states. Following the conversion rule for the Priority AND gate will result in the
following statechart representation:
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Figure 13.

Statechart notation representing the Current User component

The New User Priority AND gate is very similar to the previous Priority AND
gate. Figure 14 shows the statechart representation of this component:

Figure 14.

Statechart notation representing the New User component

The next step is to represent the Browse & Select Item component. It can be
seen from the semantics table that both the Priority AND gate inputs are events. The
semantics table also indicates that the Browse simple definition is represented by the
system by the following transition: (Browsing.Idle, Search, Browsing.SearchResult).
That means it is enough to use the Search event in the statechart representation of
the Browse & Select Item component. Figure 15 shows the representation for this
component.

Figure 15.

Statechart notation representing Browse & Select Item

As for the Modify Price component, this sub-goal is composed of an OR gate of
two inputs, where both of tis inputs are also sub-goals as shown below:
Modify Price = (∨, Manipulate HTML Code, JavaScript Injection)

Where:
Manipulate HTML Code = (Z, Open HTML Source Code, Edit HTML Code, Save Code,
Refresh Web Page)
Open HTML Source Code = (Z, view, Source)
JavaScript Injection= (Z, Enable Edit Mode, Edit Price, Disable Edit Mode)

Following the transformation rule for the OR gate, Fig. 16 shows the partial
statechart representation for this gate. As can be seen from the figure below, the
threat of modifying an item’s price can either be done injecting JavaScript in the
address bar of the web browser or by modifying the HTML source code. Different
background colors are used to differentiate Group 2 and Group 3 from the functional
behavior of the system (Group 1).
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Statechart notation representing the Modify Price component

Next, the two sub-goals for the Modify Price component are given a statechart
representation. Manipulate HTML Code is composed of a Priority AND gate of four
inputs where the first input is a Priority AND gate of two inputs. Therefore, as shown
in Fig. 17 the statechart representation has an orthogonal component that represents
the composite input.

Figure 17.

Statechart notation representing the Manipulate HTML code

As for the JavaScript Injection sub-goal, it is composed of a Priority AND gate
of three inputs. The gate inputs are all simple definition. The statechart is shown
below:

Figure 18.

Statechart notation representing the JavaScript Injection

What is left is to represent the Checkout component, which is a Priority AND
gate of three inputs. The gate inputs are all simple definition. The statechart representation is shown in Fig. 19.
The last thing to do is to integrate the newly constructed security threat components into the shopping cart behavioral model. First, the newly formed statechart
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components are added to the system statechart as orthogonal parts. Next, the functional behavior of the system should be modified to indicate the occurrence of the
attack. This is done by adding a new state to the shopping cart component. The
transition to this state will be triggered when the yellow colored state in the threat
controller component is reached and a Purchase Threat action is emitted. When this
happens then the attacker’s ultimate goal has been reached and the threats in the system have been exploited. Figure 20 shows the integrated statechart-based functional
modeling with a security attack. The Browsing, Sign In, and Checkout functional
components have not been modified during the integration process and thus are not
shown by the figure in order to limit the size of the model.

Figure 19.

Statechart notation representing the Checked out component

Step 7 – Verification – Identification of Vulnerabilities
Looking at the integrated model of Fig. 20, and in particular the threat controller
component, shows that for the attack to occur six conditions should take place one
after the other. Therefore the shopping cart system will have a security breach with
the occurrence of the state with the yellow background color. It is straightforward,
through the use of the integrated model, to identify the components or states that
are responsible for triggering these six events.
The integrated model not only identifies the system functionalities used during
the attack but also identifies which of these functionalities have been used normally
and which functionalities have been exploited. All the threat components that have
no background color are system functionalities. That means the Signed In, Browse
& Select Item, Checked out, Current User and New User components from Fig. 20
belong to the functionalities in the system. Although the last component (Purchase
Item at a Reduced Price) also has no background color, this statechart component
represents the threat controller component.
From the integrated model we can see that there is one component that causes
threat to the system: the Modify Price component (the Malicious Behavior component with dark gray background). To analyze which system functionalities are
compromised, we first locate the event that triggers the Modify Price component. In
the threat controller component in Fig. 20, the 3rd Cond. state indicates that the
price of the item has been modified locally at the client side but the changes are not
yet reflected in the shopping cart system. After the occurrence of this threat (modifying the price), the system has a vulnerability if the behavior of the system does
not recognize this threat and accepts it as a correct behavior. This is the case for the
shopping cart system of Fig. 9, where the item is added with the modified price into
the customer’s shopping cart. This indicates that the system vulnerability is in the
functionality of adding an item to the shopping cart. Similarly, for the attack to be
completed successfully, the attacker should complete the checkout process and pay a
reduced price for the purchased item. The checkout component in Fig. 9 does not
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check whether the price of an item is valid or not. Therefore, the second vulnerability
is the checkout process.

Figure 20.

Integrated shopping cart model with threat concerns
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Step 8 – Mitigation of system vulnerabilities
The vulnerabilities found through the previous step are the starting point for
correcting the behavior of the system and improving its quality. Two threats were
identified by integrating the Purchase Item at a Reduced Price attack:
• In the Browsing functional component, the Add Item functionality allows the
addition of an item without checking the values of the price and quantity fields.
Therefore this threat, part of the Modify Price component of Fig. 20, belongs
to Parameter Manipulation vulnerability, one of the application vulnerability
categories[36].
• The Checkout functional component allows the item with the manipulated parameters to be purchased without making sure that the customer is paying the
right price or not. This type of threat, part of the Purchase Item at a Reduced
Price component of Fig. 20, belongs to Input Validation vulnerability, one of
the application vulnerability categories.
There are two ways to prohibit the attack tree of Fig. 10 from occurring. (1)
Either by preventing the customer to manipulate the data. The focus of the mitigation
process will then be on the Add Item transition in the Browsing component. (2) The
other way is by validating the price of the items before the completion of the checkout
process. The key transition that the mitigation process should focus on will be the
Pay transition in the Checkout component.
The first mitigation approach makes sure that when an item is placed in the
shopping cart its price has not been modified. The second approach validates the price
of each item in order to check if it is correct or not before proceeding with the payment
process. That means it is enough to eliminate one of the identified vulnerabilities in
the system in order to prevent the attack from occurring. In both of the mitigation
approaches, the price of the items in the shopping cart should be validated. The first
approach validates the price before adding the item into the shopping cart while the
second approach delays the validation until the checkout process.
Here we consider the first approach for threat mitigation. In this case, the mitigation process can be one of the following ways:
Option1: validates whether the price of an item has been manipulated or not.
The integrated shopping cart model should then indicate when a manipulation happens. This type of mitigation is useful for intrusion detection systems. One advantage
for this type of mitigation is that the functional behavior does not have to be modified.
The mitigation can be added as a separate statechart component. This is useful for
separating security features from the functional model. Figure 21 shows the orthogonal component that validates the price of an item every time an Add Item transition
occurs. If the price of the item from the client’s browser is different from the store’s
price then the item will not be added to the shopping cart.
The Shopping Cart component should notify the user that the item cannot be
added to the cart because the price is incorrect. Figure 22 shows the addition of a
state that issues a notification to the user. This state will be triggered while the user
is browsing and attempts to add an item with a manipulated price.
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Price validation component

Modified shopping cart component

Option 2: the system identifies that the price of an item is manipulated. The
integrated model then automatically corrects the behavior by adding into the shopping
cart the item with the correct price rather than the manipulated one. This type of
mitigation is useful for self healing software. In this case the Browsing component
should be modified in order to mitigate the threat. Figure 23 shows the modified
Browsing component. Every time a user requests an item to be added to the cart,
the price is validated first. If the input was manipulated by the customer then the
price of the item is changed to the correct value, this is shown in the figure as Change
Price state, then the item is added to the cart.

Figure 23.

6.2

Modified browsing component with mitigation

Example 2: Coupon fraud

Another example of a security attack that targets a shopping cart application
is of a coupon misuse. A coupon is usually introduced by an e-commerce seller to
promote a special item or to encourage sale at a certain price. A coupon fraud occurs
when the attacker applies a coupon on a product different from the intended one.
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The usage of a coupon on a wrong item defies the coupon’s purpose and can cause
loss to the seller. The attack tree of a coupon fraud, represented in Fig. 24, shows
the required steps needed for this type of an attack to be successful.

Figure 24.

Attack tree for a coupon fraud

Here we describe the process of integrating this attack tree into the shopping cart
statechart of Fig. 9. We start with the first step of the integration process
Step 1 – Deduce a threat formula from the attack tree:
Successful completion of a fraud attack occurs when the root node of the tree in
Fig. 10 is reached. This root node will only occur through the combination of the
gates and their leaf nodes as shown below:
Coupon Fraud= (∧, Sign In, Browse and Select Item, Add Items, Add Coupon, Remove
Item, Checkout)

Step 2 – Check for any availability of Priority AND gates:
The coupon fraud threat formula has only one gate. This gate is an AND gate
and the order of occurrence of its child conditions is important. Therefore this gate
should be replaced by a Priority AND gate. The threat formula is now the following:
Coupon Fraud= (Z Sign In, Browse and Select Item, Add Items, Add Coupon,
Remove Item, Checkout)

Step 3 – Decompose leaf nodes into simple definitions
The next thing to consider is the mismatches between the attack tree and the
functional behavior of the system. We start with differences in syntax by going
through each leaf node and checking if it can be directly represented using statechart
notations.Here, all of the leaf nodes in the threat formula are simple definitions except
for the Browse and Select Item leaf node. This leaf node is composed of two events, a
browsing event followed by a selecting event. In this case the order of event occurrence
is important. Therefore, the leaf node will be decomposed into a Priority AND gate
of two inputs:
Browse and Select Item = (Z, Browse, Select Item)

The threat formula now becomes:
Coupon Fraud = (Z, Sign In, (Z, Browse, Select Item), Add Items, Add Coupon,
Remove Item, Checkout)

Step 4 – Deduce the semantics table:
The next thing to do is check for semantic differences, starting with the construction of the semantics table.This step helps in further defining the behavior of each
simple definition. The semantics table for the threat formula is shown below in Table
2.
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Table 2
Simple

The semantics table

Group

Statechart

Sign In

Group1

Sign In

Browse

Group1

Browsing

(Browsing.Idle, Search, Browsing.SearchResult)

Select Item

Group1

Browsing

(Browsing.SearchResult, Select Item, Browsing.ItemDescription)

Add Item

Group1

Definition
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Equivalent Transition

Component

Add Coupon Group1

(SignIn.Idle, SignIn, SignIn.SignIn)

Browsing

(Browsing.ItemDescription, Add Item, Browsing.Idle)

Shopping Cart

(ShoppingCart.ShoppingCart, Add Coupon, ShoppingCart.CheckingOut)

Remove Item Group1

Shopping Cart

(ShoppingCart.ShoppingCart, Remove Item, ShoppingCart.CheckingOut)

Checkout

Shopping Cart

(ShoppingCart.ShoppingCart, Checkout, ShoppingCart.CheckingOut)

Group1

Step 5 – Expand primitive functional and threat conditions:
In this attack there is only one instance where the behavior of the simple definition
cannot be directly reached from the current state of the system: which is the Add
Coupon leaf node. The current state of the shopping cart system (as can be seen from
the transitions in the semantics table) is the browsing state where the user has already
signed in and added an item. That means in order to add a coupon and complete the
rest of the steps, the current state should be in the Shopping Cart state rather than
in the browsing state. What is missing is a cart transition that should occur after
the Add Item transition but before the Add Coupon transition. The threat formula
is now expanded with the missing transition as shown below:
Coupon Fraud = (Z, Sign In, (Z, Browse, Select Item), Add Items, Cart, Add Coupon,
Remove Item, Checkout)

Simple definitions that should match a sequence of events instead of a single
event should also be expanded. There are three cases in this threat formula:
Sign In: refers to an event that allows the user to enter the login information,
while the intended meaning in the attack tree is to successfully login to the system.
This behavior can be achieved in two ways, either by creating a new account or by
logging in to an existing account. The expanded behavior is:
Sign In = (∨, (Z, SignIn, Login, Login Information, Signed), (Z, SignIn, New Customer,
Create Account, Signed))

Add Items: the customer here should add more than one product to the cart.
One of these products should be the item that is part of the coupon promotion.
Here the process of adding one item at a time is repetitive, and thus forms a cycle.
The user first browse, selects, then adds an item. In case there is a need for more
items, then the user will repeat the process of browsing, selecting and adding an item.
Attack trees are incapable of representing cycles while statecharts on the other hand
can easily depict repetitive behavior. After the first item is added to the cart the
cycle is represented as a choice of either browsing again or performing the next child
condition, in this case the Cart transition. The choice is depicted by using an OR
gate. The modifications are shown below:
Coupon Fraud = (Z, Sign In, (Z, Browse, Select Item), Add Item, (∨, Browse, Cart),
Add Coupon, Remove Item, Checkout)

Checkout: what is intended is that the user successfully completes the checkout
process rather than is just starting with it. The expanded behavior is:
Checkout = (Z, Checkout, Pay, Payment Confirmed)

Both the threat formula and the semantic table are modified to reflect the new
changes. Therefore, the threat formula is now the following:
Coupon Fraud = (Z,(∨, Z, SignIn, Login, Login Information, Signed), (Z, SignIn,
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New Customer, Create Account, Signed)), (Z, Browse, Select Item), Add Item, (∨, Browse,
Cart), Add Coupon, Remove Item, (Z, Checkout, Pay, Payment Confirmed))

Step 6 – Transformation of gates in the threat formula:
In this step we start transforming the threat formula into a statechart representation by first working on the first gate:
Coupon Fraud = (Z, Signed In, Browse & Select Item, Add Item, Browse or Cart, Add
Coupon, Remove Item, Checked out)

Where:
Signed In = (∨, (Z, SignIn, Login, Login Information, Signed), (Z, SignIn, New Customer,
Create Account, Signed))
Browse & Select Item = (Z, Browse, Select Item)
Browse or Cart = (∨, Browse, Cart)
Checked out = (Z, Checkout, Pay, Payment Confirmed)

The first step is to represent the threat controller component, which is a Priority
AND gate of seven child conditions. Three of them are events and others are gates
(sub-goals). Figure 25 shows a statechart representation of the AND gate where
inputs that are not events are represented as orthogonal states while inputs that are
events are directly represented in the threat controller component. The statechart
representation of each simple definition is based on its respective transition in the
semantics table. The occurrence of an event will trigger its respective transition in
the controller component while the occurrence of the orthogonal states will trigger
an action that causes the controller component to change its current state. The OR
gate for the Browse or Cart condition can be represented as an orthogonal component
similar to the representation of the OR gate of or can be directly represented in the
controller component. The latter case is used here.

Figure 25.

Statechart notation representing the threat controller component

The next step is to have a statechart representation for each orthogonal component. In a security attack there are usually common steps that are shared among
other types of attacks. This can be seen in the Purchase Item at a Reduced Price
attack and the Coupon Fraud attack where Sign In, Browse and Select, and Checkout
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are common in both attacks. Through the use of modular development, where statechart components represent individual steps, shared steps among different attacks can
be represented once. An advantage of our approach on attack trees is the capability
to reuse components that are common among different attacks. This is exactly the
case here where all the three orthogonal components: Signed In, Browse & Select
Item, and Checked out have already been given a statechart representation in Fig. 20
respectively.
The last thing to do is to integrate the newly constructed security threat components into the integrated shopping cart behavioral model of Fig. 20. In this case,
only the threat controller component is added. Next, the functional behavior of the
system should be modified to indicate the occurrence of the attack. This is done by
adding a transition to the shopping cart component. This transition will be triggered
when the yellow colored state in the threat controller component is reached, and a
Coupon Fraud action is emitted. The occurrence of this situation means that the
attacker’s ultimate goal has been achieved and the threats in the system have been
exploited. Figure 26 shows the modified Shopping Cart component.

Figure 26.

Modified shopping cart component

Step 7 – Verification – Identification of Vulnerabilities:
The integration of a security attack into the system functionalities allows either
the verification of threat absence (the attack cannot be achieved) or threat presence
(the attack can be completed successfully) in the system. In the case of the Coupon
Fraud attack, the integrated components indicate a threat presence. This can be
seen from the threat controller component of Fig. 25, where all the steps required
to complete the attack are allowed through the used system functionalities. The
Shopping Cart component validates the coupon the moment it is added to the cart.
This is seen in Fig. 25 where the moment the 5th Cond. state is reached the coupon
is not validated anymore. This means that the coupon will not be validated again
when the shopping cart is modified (6th Cond.) or when the customer completes the
checkout process (the yellow state, thus indicating the success of the attack). We
can see from the threat behavior that the cause of vulnerability is the lack of coupon
validation. This vulnerability is seen in two system components: (1) the Shopping
Cart component where coupon validation is not done when the cart is updated, (2)
the Checkout component, where the coupon can be validated again to insure that the
coupon conditions are met.
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Step 8 – Mitigation of system vulnerabilities:
After the vulnerabilities in the system behavior are identified, the next step is
to correct these vulnerabilities in order to have a secure model. Coupon validation
can either be done on the Shopping Cart component or the Checkout component to
prohibit the fraud of Fig. 25 from occurring:
1. The first approach for mitigation makes sure that when a coupon is added
to the cart it will be verified not only the first time it was added but every time the
cart gets modified. The focus of this mitigation process will be on the Remove Item
transition in the Shopping Cart component.
2. The second approach delays the process of coupon validation until the customer proceeds with the checkout process. In this case coupons will only be allowed
to be added, and thus validated only once, during checkout. This mitigation approach
will move the functionalities of adding and verifying a coupon from the Shopping Cart
component to the Checkout component.
The choice of mitigation is usually influenced by the cost of eliminating the system
vulnerability. An advantage of our approach is that it allows a better understanding
of how the elimination of vulnerability might have effect on multiple threats. It
also identifies the components that are needed to be modified during the mitigation
process. Mitigations can then be selected to limit the cost and the number of system
components to be modified. In case of the attacks presented here, a security architect
might choose to add security features to the Checkout component in order to eliminate
both attacks from occurring in order to decrease the cost of threat mitigation.
Here we will consider the second approach for threat mitigation. In order to
mitigate the coupon fraud threat, the functionality of adding and validating coupons
should be part of the checkout process. Figure 27 shows the modified Checkout
component.

Figure 27.

Modified checkout component

The last step, as shown in Fig. 28, is to remove the functionality of adding a
coupon from the Shopping Cart component.
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6.3
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Modified shopping cart component

Discussion and summary

The case study described the integration of two threats into the shopping cart
statechart of Fig. 9. Both of the security attacks in Fig. 10 and Fig. 24 describe
the possible ways (required steps) to achieve these types of attacks. However, these
attack trees do not focus on the behavior of the system. It is not clear which functional
components from Fig. 9 are vulnerable and taken advantage of by the attacker. In
addition, it is not clear how the system behaves while the attack is taking place.
Finally, it is not clear which actions map to the functionalities of the system and
which are external functionalities. That it is why we can understand from Fig. 10
how to buy an item at a reduced price but cannot easily relate this reasoning to the
shopping cart statechart or the system functionalities. Similarly, we can understand
from Fig. 9 the functional behavior of the shopping cart but cannot understand how
these functionalities can be exploited in order to attack the system.
Through the process of threat integration into the shopping cart statechart, software engineers will better understand the system. Their knowledge of the system will
not only be based on the correct behavior but also on a deeper knowledge of how
the components affect and get affected by security attacks. The process identifies all
the system functionalities that are used by the attacker and the threats or vulnerabilities in the software components that were taken advantage of during the attack.
Through the integrated model of Fig. 20, the security attack can be easily identified
and understood through its interaction with the system functionalities. In addition,
threat components that are not part of the functionalities of the system (components
that belong to Group 2 or Group 3) are easily identified. It can be seen from Fig. 20
that the Open HTML Source Code, Manipulate HTML Code and JavaScript Injection
components belong to group 2 while the Modify Price component belongs to Group
3. The rest of the threat components belong to the behavior of the shopping cart
system.
Through this integrated model, security concerns and functional behavior are
represented together in one model. In addition, the correct behavior of the system
is separated from the threat behavior. Only minor modifications were done to the
functional behavior. This can be seen in Fig. 20 of the shopping cart case study.
Only one action event and a failure state were added to the functional component.
Therefore, the functional behavior of the shopping cart is not affected or altered
during the integration of the attack. The newly added security attack components
can also be easily spotted from the statechart. This improves the understanding of
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separated interest, such as focusing only on the functional or security threat behavior
of the shopping cart system.
Other beneficial observations we found from the case study: (1) Attack trees are
not semantically well defined. In other words the description of a security attack
through an attack tree can have different interpretations and might be difficult to
understand. This lack of a semantically sound foundation can be seen from the
changes that underwent the threat formula from the beginning of the integration
process (step 1) to the end of the process (the start of step 6). (2) Our approach is
capable of reusing components that are common among different attacks. In a security
attack, there are common steps that are shared among other types of attacks. Through
the use of modular development, where statechart components represent individual
steps, shared steps among different attacks can be represented once. (3)The choice
of mitigation is usually influenced by the cost of eliminating the system vulnerability.
An advantage of our approach is that it allows a better understanding of how the
elimination of vulnerability might have effect on multiple threats. It also identifies the
components that are needed to be modified during the mitigation process. Mitigations
can then be selected to limit the cost and number of components that are needed to
be modified.
As for the scalability of our proposed approach, it largely depends on the scalability of attack trees and statecharts. Our proposed approach provides a deeper look
into an attack and shows how the behavior of a system is affected by this attack.
Furthermore, the integrated model represents the low level behavior of a threat, and
as a result the approach is semantically and descriptively richer than attack trees.
Naturally, dealing with a richer, lower level description of a failure implies additional
complexity to its representation, such as exponential explosion of the number of states
in the integrated model. Our choice for using statecharts is due to its capability to
avoid this state explosion problem through the use of hierarchical decomposition and
concurrency. Another concern is the applicability of our approach to attack trees with
large number of nodes. A complex tree can be handled by first dividing the tree into
independent modules, and then working on each module separately as if they were
different attack trees.
7

Conclusions

We have presented an approach that deals with security attacks in the system
modeling process. It focuses on representing each security threat precisely from the
system’s perspective. The integration process tries to eliminate the semantic ambiguities between the statecharts and attack trees. The result is a system model
that includes the intended functional behavior, the behavior of achieving an attack
successfully, and the behavior of the system during an attack. From this model, vulnerabilities are then identified and mitigated. The case study has demonstrated the
different aspects of attack tree notations and how they can be integrated into system
statecharts.
The main motivation for this work was to improve, strengthen and precisely
define security concerns and their effect on software during the design phase. This
will allow security engineers to collaborate with software engineers on the software
design. This collaboration is crucial for software engineers to clearly understand
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security attacks and to determine threats and vulnerabilities in the system. As it
is the case that our proposed work integrates two models that are heterogeneous in
both structure and semantics, there might still be a need for human interventions
to clarify the mismatches and ambiguities between the two models. The presence
of a security architect or specialist might still be required during the integration
process. A natural direction for extending this work is to develop a tool for managing
and assisting the collaboration between the security and system engineers. Other
directions of future work include deriving security metrics from the integrated model
and generating security attacks for penetration testing.
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